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1. Introduction to the Course To the videos – History, Cars, Applications.

ROS robots

2. Physics, Inertia, URDF models

3. Selecting Motors for Wheeled Robots

4. PID control of Wheeled Robots



http://www.universalleonardo.org/worklarge.php?id=512&ima
ge=0&trail=0&trailCount=&name=

http://www.universalleonardo.org/worklarge.php?id=512&ima


SHAKEY STARTS THE REVOLUTION!

The Intelligent one!!



StarshipPatentUS10732641.pdf

https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/39/5e/9e/553ed587b6990
1

/US10732641.pdf

1. Automated Delivery

https://uh.edu/news-events/stories/2019/november-2019/11102019-starship-

robots.php

Starship Autonomous Food Delivery Robots Deployed at University of

Houston

May be changed 2022 - Now Robot delivery 

in one of the restaurants at UH.
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Why Learn Physics - Prof - When would we use this stuff??

Feb 1.



SHOULD HAVE LISTENED TO THE PHYSICS PROF!



M CONSTANT









Inertia

Stopping_Distances

MotorSelection_Videos

Inertia and URDF Chapter 2 in Textbook (5435 Web – Text)



PAGE 58 IN TEXTBOOK URDF FOR DD ROBOT



https://navigation.ros.org/setup_guides/urdf/setup_urdf.html

Setting Up The URDF¶

For this guide, we will be creating the Unified Robot 

Description Format (URDF) file for a simple differential 

drive robot to give you hands-on experience on 

working with URDF. We will also setup the robot state 

publisher and visualize our model in RVIZ.

Lastly, we will be adding some kinematic properties to 

our robot URDF to prepare it for simulation purposes. 

These steps are necessary to represent all the sensor, 

hardware, and robot transforms of your robot for use 

in navigation.



<!-- Define robot constants -->

<xacro:property name="base_width"

value="0.31"/>
<xacro:property name="base_length" 

value="0.42"/>

<xacro:property name="base_height"

value="0.18"/>

<xacro:property name="wheel_radius" 

value="0.10"/>

<xacro:property name="wheel_width"

value="0.04"/>

<xacro:property name="wheel_ygap"

value="0.025"/>

<xacro:property name="wheel_zoff" 

value="0.05"/>

<xacro:property name="wheel_xoff"

value="0.12"/>

<xacro:property name="caster_xoff" 

value="0.14"/>

https://navigation.ros.org/_images/base-bot_1.png



<xacro:property name="caster_xoff" value="0.14"/>

<!-- Define intertial property macros -->

<xacro:macro name="box_inertia" params="m w h d">

<inertial>

<origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${pi/2} 0 ${pi/2}"/>

<mass value="${m}"/>

<inertia ixx="${(m/12) * (h*h + d*d)}" ixy="0.0"

ixz="0.0" iyy="${(m/12) * (w*w + d*d)}" iyz="0.0"

izz="${(m/12) * (w*w + h*h)}"/>

</inertial>

</xacro:macro>



<xacro:macro name="cylinder_inertia" params="m r

h">

<inertial>

<origin xyz="0 0 0" rpy="${pi/2} 0 0" />

<mass value="${m}"/>

<inertia ixx="${(m/12) * (3*r*r + h*h)}" ixy

= "0" ixz = "0" iyy="${(m/12) * (3*r*r + h*h)}" iyz

= "0" izz="${(m/2) * (r*r)}"/>

</inertial>

</xacro:macro>

<xacro:macro name="sphere_inertia" params="m r">

<inertial>

<mass value="${m}"/>
<inertia ixx="${(2/5) * m * (r*r)}" ixy="0.0" 

ixz="0.0" iyy="${(2/5) * m * (r*r)}" iyz="0.0" 

izz="${(2/5) * m * (r*r)}"/>

</inertial>

</xacro:macro>



THINK AH





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJFDU31LQGM&app=desktop

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJFDU31LQGM&app=desktop


xample System

• Autonomous Warehouse Fork Lift For Picking 

Up Pallets and Transporting Them

0

ROBOT

Controls 

Traction Drive

Lift Drive

Batteries

0

LOAD

65 kg max
- - - Lift Platform: 4 kg

BALLSCREW DRIVEN LIFT

6" DIAMETER WHEELS(ONE DRIVEN

BYTRACTION MOTOR)

TOTALWEIGHT(ROBOTAND LOAD)= 418 p o u n d s - 190 kg mass



Control_PID_TLH

PID_EXAMPLES&Video

StateSpace MotorControl_DC_Klafter



FEEDBACK



A HW 

ANSWER!!



FEEDBACK IS GREAT

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/systems/negative-

feedback.html#:~:text=Feedback%20reduces%20the%20overall%20gain,and%20input%20and%20output%20impedances.

Feedback reduces the overall gain of a system with the degree of reduction being related to the systems 

open-loop gain. 

Negative feedback also has effects of reducing distortion, noise, sensitivity to 

external changes as well as improving system bandwidth and input and 

output impedances.

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/systems/negative-feedback.html#:~:text=Feedback%20reduces%20the%20overall%20gain,and%20input%20and%20output%20impedances




DC Motor

















LINEAR MODEL –
GOOD OVER A 
LIMITED RANGE



IN MOST ROBOT PROBLEMS, WE DEAL WITH MULTIVARIATE FUNCTIONS; 
i,.e. POSE AS (X,Y,Ф) FOR DD-ROBOT



Control methods for Well- behaved systems – Particularly for linear time-invariant* (LTI) system.

Although PID control is the most common type of industrial 

controller, it does have limitations.

First, PID control is generally not suitable for systems with 

multiple inputs and multiple outputs (MIMO), as the transfer 

functions and differential equations used to represent the 

system become overly complex when more then one input (or 

output) is involved.

Second, PID control is based on constant parameters, so its 
effectiveness in controlling non-linear systems is limited.

https://www.motioncontroltips.com/what-is-state-space-control/

http://www.motioncontroltips.com/what-is-state-space-control/


An alternative control method is state space 

control. The key difference between PID control 

(aka “transfer control”) and state space control 

is that the state space method takes into 

account the internal state of the system,

through what are referred to as “state 

variables.”

These state variables describe the system and its 

response to any given set of inputs.

PID control, on the other hand, relies on an 

“observer,” which estimates the internal state of 

the system based on measured inputs and 

outputs.




